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Abstract. Object-oriented class-based languages provide mechanisms for the
initialization of newly-created objects. These mechanisms specify how an object
is initialized and what information is needed to do so. The initialization protocol
is usually implemented as a list of constructors. It is often the case that the initial-
ization protocol concerns some orthogonal properties of objects. Unfortunately,
if those properties have more than one option of initialization, the total num-
ber of constructors becomes exponential in the number of properties. Moreover,
extending an existing class even with one only feature concerning an object prop-
erty often requires defining one constructor for each of the parent constructors.
As a further consequence of that fact, the subclass constructors must reference
explicitly its superclass constructors.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to the classical object initial-
ization protocol. In our approach, instead of defining a list of constructors, we
split blocks of definitions into smaller and composable pieces, in order to ob-
tain reduction in the size of the code, better reusability, more expressiveness, and
easier maintenance. To describe this idea, we present the calculus Featherweight
JavaMIP, in the style of Igarashi-Pierce-Wadler’s Featherweight Java.

1 Introduction

Most object-oriented class-based languages are equipped with some form of specifica-
tions for the object initialization protocol. This protocol describes two aspects of the
initialization:

– what kind of information must be supplied to a class, to create and initialize an
object. A class may support more than one variant of object initialization, which
means that there may be more than one accepted set of such information;

– what code is executed during this initialization. The sequence of instructions which
should be executed depends on the kind of information supplied, therefore if the
class supports distinct sets of information to be supplied during initialization, then
for any such a set a different sequence of instructions must be executed.

Usually, initialization protocols are specified by a list ofconstructors. Each con-
structor corresponds to one accepted set of information and every constructor consists
of: (i) a list of parameters (names and types), specifying a set of information required
to initialize an object; (ii ) a body, containing a list of instructions which should be exe-
cuted in order to initialize an object.



Unfortunately, this traditional initialization protocol has some drawbacks, and there-
fore we propose an alternative approach to the classical object initialization protocol.
Our approach is based on modularity and composability of initialization blocks, in order
to increment flexibility, and to reduce the size of the code.

We present our initialization protocol by introducing a calculus called FJMIP (Feath-
erweight Java with Modular Initialization protocol, abbreviated with FJMIP from now
on). The idea stems from JavaMIP, [16], a proposal for a modification of the initializa-
tion protocol of Java: the JavaMIP language is fully translatable into Java and it pre-
serves a backward compatibility with Java itself. In turn, FJMIP is a distilled JavaMIP,
which we obtain by modifying Featherweight Java [15] (henceforth abbreviated as FJ)
with respect to the initialization protocol. FJ does not allow declarations of more than
one constructor, moreover this constructor is always trivial, since it can contain only
the call to the superclass constructor and the field initialization. We reintroduce, then,
the possibility of declaring more than one initialization protocol, not via the traditional
constructor mechanism, but with a more flexible and modular approach.

Some knowledge on FJ would be preferable, but: (i) our initialization protocol is
orthogonal to the other features of the calculus (in particular, to the semantics of method
invocation); (ii ) moreover, FJ is a functional subset of the Java language. Therefore, for
understanding the present paper, the reader needs only some familiarity with Java itself.
For the referees’ sake, we display the original FJ calculus in Appendix B.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses problems induced by the
standard constructor approach. Section 3 presents the syntax of the calculus and Sec-
tion 4 illustrates an example. Section 5, Section 6 and Section 7 introduce, respectively,
some auxiliary functions for extracting information from FJMIPclass tables, the oper-
ational semantics, and the type system of the calculus. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Problems with the constructor-based approach

The constructor approach is present in most of the contemporary object-oriented lan-
guages like, for instance, C++ [23], C] [14], Delphi [2], Java [13], and Visual Basic
[1].

The main limitation of such an approach is that every time a programmer wants
to reference an initialization protocol of a class, e.g., when declaring a new class or
defining a subclass of an existing one, he must define or reference explicitly the whole
list of parameters, or, in the case of inheritance, sometimes even repeat the whole list of
constructors.

Nowadays large software systems, equipped with equally large libraries, are devel-
oped. If, on the one hand, the typical inheritance mechanisms scale well with respect
to reusing properties and methods of a class, then on the other hand, they do not scale
as well with respect to reusing the initialization protocol. Let us analyze in more depth
some disadvantages of specifying and referencing constructors as they are in main-
stream languages. Most of them are present in a Java class likejava.awt.TextArea .

It leads to an exponential number of constructors. In classes likeTextArea ,
we have often one “full” constructor which has the largest set of parameters. But if



a designer decides that some of those parameters are optional1, or that there are param-
eters which are in a “xor” relation (i.e., if one set of parameters is supplied, the other
one cannot be supplied), then some separate constructors, with less parameters than the
“full” one, must be declared. Moreover, most of the times, a programmer cannot de-
clare all desired constructors. It happens so, because it is not possible to place in one
class, two constructors with parameter lists of the same length and compatible types
of corresponding parameters. He might want to do so, because such two constructors
can represent two different subsets of parameters of the full one. However, the compiler
could not recognize which constructor to call at object creation time, because the only
way the constructor can be chosen is via the number and the types of its arguments. But,
even if the compiler could make such choice, then, most probably, a lot of classes would
contain all possible constructors, leading to a number of constructors exponential in the
number of fields requiring initialization. This is the case in languages like Java, C++
and C], although there are some languages which do not suffer such problems (see the
discussion on alternative solutions in [16]).

Forces unnecessary code duplication.Let us assume that we have two attributes
characterizing the state of an object, for example created from a classColorPoint :
a position and a color. If those attributes can be initialized in two ways (the position
can by supplied by two different coordinate systems and the color by different palettes),
then we would need four constructors where most of pairs of those constructors share
some common code (it is enough to rewrite the FJMIP example of Section 4 into Java
to see this).

Makes the extension of a class by a new subclass cumbersome.In most cases,
the designer of a subclass just wants to modify the initialization protocol of a parent
class, not redefining the parent’s protocol completely, but he must declare the whole re-
sulting protocol in a subclass. Let us consider, for example, a class of blinking buttons,
which blink for some time after clicking. It is possible to do so by extending the class
of ordinary buttons, for examplejavax.swing.JButton , which has five constructors.
Some information is needed for such a button, for instance the frequency of blinking
and the time for which the button should blink. Then the subclass must contain five con-
structors, as the parent class. Additionally, the declaration of each of those constructors
will begin with identical parameters like the corresponding constructor in the parent
class, but will contain two additional parameters, time and frequency. This may lead
also to code duplication.

Modifications of existing classes force unnecessary changes in subclasses.Let
us imagine such a situation:

– developerD1 declares classC1 with some set of constructors;
– then another developerD2 declares another classC2 as a subclass ofC1. Class

C2 needs some additional initialization information, soD2 redeclares all parent
constructors by adding one parameterPar’, which is needed by this subclassC2.
Then, all those constructors will most probably call the corresponding constructors
in the base classC1 and execute the same sequence of code concerningPar’;

1 The optional parameters issue is sometimes solved by means of default values for parameters
(e.g., in C++, [23], or Delphi, [2]), but this has limitations, see [16].



– developerD1 adds another constructor toC1. Unfortunately the classC2 will not
automatically inherit the corresponding constructor. This class, depending on the
language design, will either retain the original constructor without additional pa-
rameterPar’, or just will not inherit it at all (as it is in case of Java). We think that
neither of these options is good enough;

– to make things more complicated, let us assume thatD1 adds a new parameter to
one of the existing constructors. This may destroyhorizontalbackward compatibil-
ity2, which might be acceptable. Unfortunately, this addition also destroysvertical
backward compatibility, as such a modification will make all subclasses of this class
not compile and will require modifications in all of them3.

Overloaded constructors make safe-looking changes non-conservative.When a
Java (or C++ or C]) class contains many different options of initialization implemented
as many different constructors, the choice of the constructor actually called during ob-
ject creation is done in the same way as the choice of an overloaded method variant.
Thus, it will suffer the same problems, as it is possible to see with the following exam-
ple:

interface I1 {...}
interface I2 {...}
class C1 implements I1, I2{...}
class C2 implements I2 {...}
class ClassWithOptions {

ClassWithOptions (I1 a, I2 b);
ClassWithOptions (I2 a, I1 b);

}
...
C1 a = new C1(); C2 b = new C2(); new ClassWithOptions(a,b);

Such code will compile, because only one of constructors of classClassWithOptions
matches the lastnew. But if the classC2 is enriched in order to make it implement
also the interfaceI1 , then this “safe-looking” change will make the previous code not
working (because the lastnew will be ambiguous). Notice that this is not a problem in
languages in which it is possible to name constructors (e.g., in Delphi), therefore the
overloading can be avoided.

There are at least five techniques which designers used to solve some of the problems
concerning initialization:

(1) by avoiding explicit initialization protocols,
(2) by declaring a constructor with one parameter of type “container” containing all the

initialization parameters (such as, for example, of typeVector or of typeDictionary ),
(3) by using default parameter values,
(4) by referencing parameters by name,

2 Even though this can be retained if the parameter is declared as optional. Optional parameters
are not allowed in Java, but are allowed in other object oriented languages.

3 Horizontal backward compatibility refers to object creation, whilevertical one concerns in-
heritance.



(5) and by using the constructor propagation mechanism of Java Layers, [8].

The first two solutions are, in fact, programming techniques which can be used in
most object-oriented languages, while the last three ones are actual language features
(implemented in existing languages or languages extensions). We will compare our
solution to the Java Layers one in the conclusion. For a detailed discussion on the other
solutions we refer the reader to [16].

3 The Modular Initialization Protocol approach

In order to solve the above mentioned problems, we developed an approach based on
the idea of splitting big constructor declarations into smaller and composable parts,
called initialization modules. The decomposition mechanism still allows the statical
verification of declarations of the required parameters and object creation expressions.

We present our approach by applying it to the FJ calculus, thus obtaining our calcu-
lus FJMIP.

3.1 FJMIP syntax

In this section we define the syntax of FJMIP. We start by introducing the following
notations:

– a to denote asetof elements{a1, ...an}.
– −→a to denote asequenceof elements(a1, ...an). We assume that every sequence can

be implicitly converted to a corresponding set.
– A ·B to denote a concatenation of two sequences. When it is obvious from the

context thata is an element, we will useA ·a to denoteA · (a), anda ·A instead of
(a) ·A.

– t[e/x] denotes the termt where every occurrence of the variablex is substituted by
e.

– t[−→e /−→x ] (defined when the length of−→e is equal to length of−→x ) denotes the parallel
substitution of a sequence of variables by a sequence of expressions.

– s[i ← e] (defined whens is a sequence of elements of a typeτ ande is a term of
the same type) denotes a sequence of length|s| where in every position there is
the same element as ins, except for positioni in which there is the elemente (for
instance,(123,345,678)[3← 54] = (123,345,54)).

– ] denotes the disjoint union of (tagged) sets. By a tagged set we mean a set of pairs
(name,type).

We present now two pseudo-grammars. The first one represents theexternalsyntax,
that is, the programmer’s syntax. The second one is thecompletesyntax. It is a superset
of the first one, and contains additional terms which appear during the execution process
only, therefore they are not intended to be written in programs.



External pseudo-grammar.The external pseudo-grammar is defined as follows:
L ::= class C extends C { −−→C f ; RIM;

−−−→
OIM;

−→M }
M ::= C m (

−→
C p) { return e }

RIM ::= required C (
−→
C p) initializes () { −−−−−−−−→this. f = e; }

OIM ::= optional C (
−→
C p) initializes ( −→p ) { new[ p := e] }

e ::= x | e. f | e. m(−→e ) | ( C) e | new C[ p := e]

It defines the following syntactic domains:

L: declarations of classes. Every such declaration consists of the name of the class, the
name of the parent class, and members of the class, which are fields, initialization
modules (onerequiredand someoptional) and methods;

M: methods;
RIM,OIM: declarations of required and optional initialization modules;
e: terms (otherwise called expressions).

SymbolsC, D, E, T range over class names, symbolsf , g range over field names, sym-
bol m indicates a method identifier,p, q, r range over names of initialization parameters,
ande, t range over expressions. Moreover, we use the meta-keyword “mod” to denote
one of the keywordsrequired or optional . We identify terms up to an equivalence
relation, including permutation over sets of assignments.

Methods, fields, method invocation, field lookup, and casts are the same as for FJ.
We remind the reader that we substitute the FJ constructor with constructs for a mod-
ular object initialization process. Therefore, a FJMIP class contains, besides field and
method declarations, the declaration of theinitialization modules(called ini modules
from now on), whose execution will produce a modular object initialization process.
Each class must contain one and only one required ini module and can contain some
optional ini modules.

A required ini module takes someinput parameters
−→
C p that may be used in the

expressionse to initialize the class fieldsf . An optional ini module takes someinput
parameters (listed before the keywordinitializes ) that may be used to initialize the
outputparameters (listed after) via theeexpressions. Thoseoutputparameters areinput
parameters of other modules declared above in the same class or up in the hierarchy,
thus their initialization causes the “following” ini module to be executed, according to
a semantical order which will be explained later in the paper.

The execution of the ini modules is triggered by an expression of the formnew
C[ p := e] , that will invoke the first ini module, i.e., the one that willconsume(some
of) the p parameters, explicitly initialized in thenew.

As it is for FJ, aclass tableCT is a mapping from class namesC to class decla-
rations, and a FJMIP (FJ) program is a pair (CT,e) of a class table and an expression.
Likewise in the presentation of FJ, we assume a fixed class tableCT.

Complete pseudo-grammar.The complete syntax for FJMIP is as follows (we present
only the non-terminals which are modified with respect to the previous pseudo-grammar):

IM ::= RIM | OIM
e ::= x | e. f | e. m(−→e ) | ( C) e | new C[ p := e] |

new C(−→e ) | new C(
−−→
enull)[ p := e][

−→IM ]
enull ::= e | null



This extends the external syntax with two additional productions fore:

– new C(
−−→
enull)[p := e][−→IM ]: it is an expression representing an object during the ini-

tialization process, called theintermediate form. It: (i) describes the state of the
object (that is, for every field, an expression, or anull if the field is not yet initial-
ized); (ii ) describes the list of parameters not yet consumed; (iii ) and keeps track of
the list of those ini modules which are waiting to be executed in order to consume
the parameters. The execution proceeds from the last ini module in the sequence;

– new C(−→e ):
it is an expression describing an object after the initialization process is finished; in
particular the expressions−→e represent the initialization expressions for the fields.
This expression describing an object corresponds to the original FJ object syntax,
therefore we can apply the original FJ reduction rules to it.

Note that we use square brackets for the FJMIP object creation operationnew
C[p := e] to distinguish it from the object formnew C( e) in the case of an empty
set of initialization assignments, to obtain a non-ambiguous syntax.

4 A FJMIP program

//We use the type float for the example’s sake
//even though there are no primitive types in FJMIP
/** Class of points definable by two different coordinate systems */
class Pt { float x,y;

required Pt (float x, float y) intializes ()
{ this.x = x; this.y=y; }//main ini module for Pt

optional Pt (float angle, float rad) initializes (x,y)
{ new [x:=cos(angle)*rad, y:=sin(angle)*rad];}

}

/** Class of colored points whose color is definable by two different color palettes*/
class ClPt extends Pt { float r, g, b;

required ClPt (float r, float g, float b) initializes () //main ini module for ClPt
{ this.r = r; this.g = g; this.b = b;
};

optional ClPt (float c, float m, float yc, float k) initializes (r,g,b)
{ new[r := somefun1(c,m,yc,k), g := somefun2(c,m,yc,k), b := somefun3(c,m,yc,k)];
}//calls the main ini module of ClPt

}
//This is an example of an object creation expression:
new ClPt [angle:=1.2, rad:=4, c:=0, m:=1, yc:=1, k:=0]
//It creates a ColorPoint with polar coordinates and CMYK palette

We will return to this example in the sequel, and will utilize the following notation
to denote the ini modules of the above two classes:

RIM Pt = required Pt (float x, float y) intializes () {... }



OIM Pt = optional Pt (float angle, float rad) initializes (x, y) {... }
RIM ClPt = required ClPt (float r, float g, float b) initializes () {... }
OIM ClPt = optional ClPt (float c, float m, float yc, float k) initializes (r,

g, b) {... }

5 Auxiliary functions

We inherit from FJ the auxiliary functions for field lookup (fields), for method type
lookup (mtype), and for method body lookup (mbody). We define our own ones to deal
with ini modules.

5.1 Initialization module lookup

The functionIModules, takes a class name as a parameter, and returns the sequence
of all ini modules declared in this class and in all of the class’ ancestors. The order
in the resulting sequence of ini modules determines the order of execution of the ini
modules themselves, as it will be shown in the operational semantics. Note that the
required ini modules of the hierarchy are placed in theIModulesresult in the reverse
order with respect to the order of declaration. This is because required ini modules are
executed after the execution of all superclass ini modules. Instead, optional ini modules
are executed starting from the given class. Let us illustrate it with an example. As-
sume we have classC with superclassB, which, in turn, has superclassA: IModules(C)
is equal torequiredmods(C) · requiredmods(B) · requiredmods(A) ·optionalmods(A) ·
optionalmods(B) · optionalmods(C) and the execution will start from the end of the
sequence.

IModules(Object ) = ε
CT(C) = class C extends D {−→E f ; RIM;

−−−→
OIM;−→M}

IModules(C) = RIM · IModules(D) ·−−→OIM

In example from sec 4, we have: IModules(ClPt) = (RIMClPt, RIMPt, OIMPt,
OIMClPt)

5.2 Activated module lookup

The functionactivated takes as arguments a class name and a set of parameters. It
returns a sequence of ini module declarations from that class which areactivatedby
the given set of parameters. This function uses the above defined functionIModules
and another one,activated′. The functionactivated′ takes as arguments a sequence of
initialization modules and a set of parameters and returns a sequence of initialization
modules, which is a subsequence of the sequence of modules passed as the first argu-
ment. The first set of parametersp triggers the lookup, that looks for an ini module
aIM whose input parameters are all included withinp, then the lookup proceeds re-
cursively by looking for the ini modules that are activated by what remains of thep
plus the output parameters ofaIM. Notice that this function performs also a correctness



check: it checks that all parameters, starting fromp, are consumed by some ini modules
belonging to the given class.

activated(C, p) = activated′(IModules(C), p)

activated′(ε, /0) = ε
aIM = mod C(

−→D q) initializes( −→r ) {. . .} −→q ∩ p = /0 6=−→q
activated′(−→IM ·aIM, p) = activated′(−→IM , p)

aIM = mod C(
−→D q) initializes( −→r ) {. . .} −→q ∩ p =−→q

activated′(−→IM ·aIM, p) = activated′(−→IM , (p−−→q )]−→r ) ·aIM

It is important to notice that the order of activation of the ini modules depends strictly
on the order in which those are declared in the classes. This may look like a limitation
for the programmer, but the order in which the modules must be declared, so that they
are activated correctly, is enforced by the typing rules (see Section 7), therefore the
programmer would be guided by the compiler.

In example from sec 4, the following holds:
activated(ClPt , {angle, rad, r, g, b }) = (RIMClPt, RIMPt, OIMPt)

5.3 Class initialization parameter declaration lookup

The functionparamslooks up the set of all “input parameters of the given class”, it
means: all parameters declared in the ini modules of a given class and all its ancestor.
Every parameter in the resulting set is equipped with it’s type.

ip(mod C (
−→D p) initializes ( −→q ) { ... }) = D p

params(Object ) = /0
CT(C) = class C extends D{ ...

−→IM ;−→M ;}
params(C) = params(D)] ip(IM1)] . . .] ip(IMn)

Note that the disjoint union] works as a consistency check: there cannot exist two
declarations of input parameters with the same name in the ini modules belonging to
the hierarchy of a given class.

In example from sec 4:params(ClPt )={float x, float y,float angle, float
rad, float r, float g,float b,float c, float m, float yc, float k }

5.4 Required initialization module lookup

The functionRmodules, when applied to a class name, returns the set of declarations of
required ini modules found in this class and all its ancestors.

Rmodules(Object ) = /0
CT(C) = class C extends D {... RIM...}

Rmodules(C) = Rmodules(D)∪{RIM}
In example from sec 4, the following holds:RModules(ClPt) = {RIMClPt, RIMPt}



5.5 Not-yet-consumed input parameter lookup

The functioninput takes a sequence of initialization modules, and returns a list of all
input parameters from such modules that are not matched with output parameters of
modules appearing after in the sequence itself.

input(ε) = /0
aIM = mod C (

−→D q) initializes ( −→r ) {...} input(−→IM) =−→
A ] r

input(−→IM ·aIM) =−→
A ]q

This function is defined only if all output parameters of the−→IM modules match input
parameters of modules appearing before in the sequence itself.

Property 1. For every classC and set of parametersp such thatactivated(C, p) is de-
fined,input(activated(C, p)) = p holds.

In example from sec 4: input((RIMClPt, RIMPt, OIMPt)) = {angle, rad, r, g, b}

5.6 Initialized field lookup

The functionRIM f ields takes a list of ini modules and returns the sequence of fields
initialized by the required ini modules. We recall that in FJMIP only required ini mod-
ules initialize the fields.

RIM f ields(ε) = ε
aIM = optional C ....

RIMFields(−→IM ·aIM) = RIMFields(−→IM)

aIM = required C (...) initializes () { −−−−−−−−→this. f = e; }
RIMFields(−→IM ·aIM) = RIMFields(−→IM) ·−→f

In example from sec 4:RIMFields((RIMClPt, RIMPt, OIMPt)) = (x, y, r, g, b )

6 Operational semantics

All reduction rules of FJ are inherited.4 We add rules which are responsible for the
execution of the initialization process of fields.
We start with the rule triggering the initialization process:

new C[p := e]→ new C(null | f ields(C)|)[ p := e][ activated(C, p)] (StartRed)

This rule evaluates a FJMIPnew into an intermediate form, in order to start the ac-
tual field initialization process, containing: (i) a sequence ofnull’s, one for each of the
fields ofC; (ii ) the parameters that trigger the initialization process with their initializa-
tion expressions; (iii ) the set of ini modules taken from classC activated byp; this set
of ini modules must be executed in order to initialize (some of) the fields of the created
object.

4 We remind the reader that FJ rules are in the optional AppendixB.



The next rule is responsible for the execution of optional initialization modules:

OIM = optional C(−→q )initializes (−→r ) {new(r := e)}
p1 = {q1:= t1, ..., qk := tk}] p

p2 = {r1:= e1[−→t /−→q ], ..., r l := el [
−→t /−→q ]}] p

new C(−→est)[ p1][
−→IM ·OIM] → new C(−→est)[ p2][

−→IM ]
(OptionalRed)

The last-in-the-sequence optional ini module of the intermediate form is executed.
The intermediate form reduces into another intermediate form which: (i) has the same
sequence of field initialization expressionsest (we recall that optional ini modules do
not initialize fields); (ii ) has one less ini module to execute; (iii ) has an updated set of
initialization parameters, containing parameters among those in thep1, which are not
yet consumed, that is, not corresponding to any input parameter ofOIM, plus the output
parameters ofOIM, whose initialization expressions now contain the values supplied to
theOIM’s input parameters (seep2). Note that the disjoint union here is important - it
will prevent execution of initialization module with output parameter, which is already
present in set of calculated parameters.

The next rule is responsible for the execution of required initialization modules:

f ields(C) =−→
C f

RIM = required D(−→q )initializes() {this. f j1=e1; ...; this. f jn=en; }
p1 = {q1 := t1, ...,qk := tk}] p−→

e′′st =−→est[ j1 ← e1[−→t /−→q ], ..., jn ← en[−→t /−→q ]]

new C(−→est)[ p1][
−→IM ·RIM] → new C(

−→
e′′st)[ p][

−→IM ]
(RequiredRed)

The last-in-the-sequence required ini module of the intermediate form is executed.
The intermediate form reduces into another intermediate form which: (i) has more fields
initialized: a subsetf j1, ..., f jn of the fieldsf has been initialized (seee′′st) by the expres-
sions inRIM’s body (substituted to the correspondingnull place holder); (ii ) has one
less ini module to execute; (iii ) has a reduced set of initialization parameters, containing
all parameters from the setp1, minus the input parameter ofRIM.

Finally there is the rule that concludes the initialization process, by turning the last
intermediate form into a FJ object value, from which the FJ reduction rules can start
evaluating:

new C(−→e )[][] → new C(−→e ) (EndRed)

Note that the execution of object initialization could get stuck in three cases:

– not enough initialization parameters have been supplied in order to execute all the
required ini modules (we recall that all required ini modules of the hierarchy must
be executed to have a fully initialized object);

– too many initialization parameters have been supplied, because the set of not-yet-
consumed parameters must be empty after the execution of the ini modules.

– some parameter is supplied in two ways at the same time - for example is an output
parameter of two activated optional modules.



The reduction sequence for our example is as follows:

new ClPt[angle:=1.2, rad:=4, r:=1; g:= 1; b:= 0] →
new ClPt(null, null, null, null, null)[angle:=1.2, rad:=4, r:=1, g:=1, b:=0]

[RIM ClPt,RIM Pt,OIM Pt] →
new ClPt(null, null, null, null, null)[x:=1.45, y:=3.73, r:=1, g:=1, b:=0]

[RIM ClPt,RIM Pt] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, null, null, null)[r:=1, g:=1, b:=0][RIM ClPt] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, 1, 1, 0)[][] →
new ClPt(1.45, 3.73, 1, 1, 0)

7 Type checking

Types are all induced by classes, therefore they are named by classes, as in FJ. The
subtyping relation<: of FJ is inherited by FJMIP, as well as all the type checking rules
with the following modification and additions:

– the rule for class declaration is extended by a check responsible for initialization
modules;

– a rule for the FJMIP object creation expression is added. The original typing rule
for the FJnew(...) expression is kept, because thisnew(...) belongs also to
FJMIP;

– a rule for the intermediate form is added.

In the typing rules, we use the following judgement forms:
– M OK IN C: methodsM type check correctly in the environment endowed by

classC.
– −→IM OK with C p: (i) ini modules−→IM type check correctly in the environment en-

dowed by the classes of a hierarchy containing ini modules whose input parameters
include theC p; (ii ) every output parameter of modules−→IM either is contained inp
or corresponds to an input parameter of one of the−→IM (if this is the case, this one
was declared before in the code of the same class or in a superclass). The typing
rules introduced below will detail the meaning of this judgment.

– p : D ` e : C: expressione has typeC in the context wherep are assumed to be of
typesD. A context can be abbreviated by the symbolΓ.

– class C extends D { −→C f ;
−−→IM ;

−→M } OK: the declaration of classC is cor-
rect.

– the meta-judgementCT OKmeans that, for every classC such that its declaration
CT(C) is defined,CT(C) OK.

In the sequel, when we will say that a certain judgement holds, we mean that this
judgement is derivable in the system we are defining.

The following rule checks class declarations:

(1.a) M OK IN C
(1.b) −→IM OK with params(D)
(1.c) params(C) =

class C extends D { −→C f ;
−−→IM ;

−→M } OK
(ClassDecl)



This rule is analogous to the corresponding FJ rule but with one extra judgement, re-
sponsible for checking the ini modules. Premise(1.b) type checks the expressions in-
side the modules and triggers the recursive check on the output parameters ofC’s ini
modulesIM , that are to be consumed by the input parameters of some ini modules de-
clared before in the same class, or by some ini modules of the superclass or of any other
ancestor up in the hierarchy. The fact that we start this check fromparams(D) ensures
that the first declared ini module inC will be checked against the ini modules of the
ancestors only. Note that the initialization parameters declared in the hierarchy must be
distinct and this is implied by the fact that otherwiseparams(C) would be undefined
(premise(1.c)).

The following rule checks optional ini module declarations:

(2.a) OIM = optional C (
−→D p) initializes( −→g ) {new(−−−→g := e) }

(2.b) CT(C) = class C extends E {... }
(2.c) T g⊆ s
(2.d) p : D ` e : C′

−→
C′ <:−→T

(2.e) −→IM OK with s∪D p

OIM ·−→IM OK with s
(OptionalOK)

Premise(2.c) says that the output parameters of the moduleOIM is contained in the set
sand are tagged with some typesT, premise(2.d) says that the expressions assigned to
those output parameters must be type-compatible withT, and premise(2.e) says that
remaining modules must be checked against the set of parameters extended with the set
of input parameters ofOIM.

The following rule checks required ini module declarations:

(2. f ) RIM = required C (
−→D p) initializes () { −−−−−−−−−→this. f = e; }

(2.g) CT(C) = class C extends E { −→C f ; ... }
(2.h) p : D ` e : C′

−→
C′ <:

−→
C

(2.i) −→IM OK with s∪Dp

RIM ·−→IM OK with s
(RequiredOK)

Premise(2.h) says that expressions assigned to fields in the required module must have
types matching declarations of the fields in that class. Analogously to the condition on
the standard FJ constructor, the list of fields initialized in the FJMIP required module
must be equal to the list of fields declared in the class. Premises(2.e) of rule (Option-
alOK) and(2.i) of rule (RequiredOK) are the recursive calls for theOK with check.
In fact, we recall that the activation order for ini modules is dependant on the actual
declaration order in the code, therefore the first ini module declared in a class is type-
checked against the ini modules of the ancestors only (see rule (ClassDecl)), while the
others are checked against the ini modules of the ancestorsandthe ini modules declared
above in the code of the same class (by rules (OptionalOK) and (RequiredOK)).

The following axiom is needed to make the definition of the type checking for ini
modules sound:

ε OK with s (AxiomOK)

We state two properties, whose proofs can be found in Appendix A.



Property 2. We assumeCT OK. Then, for every classC and set of parametersp such
thatactivated(C, p) is defined,activated(C, p) OK with /0 holds.

Property 3. We assume that the judgementCT OK holds. If the judgement−→IM ·M
OK with sholds, then the judgement−→IM OK with sholds as well.

The following rule checks object creation expressions:

(3.a) Rmodules(C)⊆ activated(C, p)
(3.b) params(C) = {T1 p1, ...,Tn pn}
(3.c) Γ ` e1 : U1 U1 < Tj1 ... Γ ` ek : Uk Uk <: Tjk

Γ ` new C [ p j1 := e1, ..., p jk := ek] : C
(New)

This rule says that the list of activated modules must contain all the required ini modules
of C’s hierarchy (premise(3.a)). Moreover, the parameters initialized by thenew must
be contained in the set of input parameters of the ini modules from theC’s hierarchy, and
the types of the initialization expressions must match their declaration types (premises
(3.b) and(3.c)). Additionally, the fact thatactivated(C, p) is defined guarantees that
no unnecessary parameters are passed.

The following rule checks intermediate forms:

(4.a) params(C) = {T1 p1, ..., Tn pn}
(4.b) {p j1, ..., p jk}= input(−→IM)
(4.c) Γ ` e1 : W1 W1 < Tj1 ... Γ ` ek : Wk Wk <: Tjk
(4.d) RIM f ields(−→IM) = ( f j , ..., fl )
(4.e) f ields(C) = (U1 f1, ..., Ul fl )
(4. f ) ∀i< j . gi 6= null ∧ gi : Vi ∧ Vi <: Ui
(4.g) ∀i≥ j . gi = null
(4.h) ∀

im∈−→IM .im = mod D(...) initializes ... ∧ C <: D
(4.i) −→IM OK with /0

Γ ` new C (−→g ) [ p j1 := e1, ..., p jk := ek][
−→IM ] : C

(Intermediate)

This rule ensures that the intermediate forms, which result from FJMIP programs via
the execution process, are well typed. Premise(4.b) checks if the set of initialization
parameters not yet consumed is a subset of all input parameters of theC’s hierarchy
(with respect to premise(4.a)), and if they correspond exactly to the input parameters
of the not-yet-executed ini modules−→IM , so that they will be all consumed. Premise
(4.c) ensures that the types of the initialization expressionsei are compatible with the
corresponding parameters’ types. Premise(4. f ) guarantees that: (i) the fields already
initialized are a subset of the fields that must be initialized in the required modules
(with respect to premise(4.d)); and that each corresponding initialization expression
gi is correctly typed (with respect to premise(4.e)). Premise(4.g) ensures that the
remaining fields are not yet initialized. Premise(4.h) checks if the sequence−→IM of
ini modules is actually part of the hierarchy ofC. Premise(4.i) states that all output
parameters of the ini−→IM modules must type check and be consumed within the−→IM
themselves.

Our calculus enjoys subject reduction and a form of type soundness. These proof of
those properties can be found in Appendix A.



8 Conclusion and related work

The object-oriented paradigm promotes code modularity and code reuse, but it turns
out that the classical inheritance mechanism is often not enough to reach those goals.
The stream of research oncomponent-orientedprogramming is devoted to improve
the object-oriented programming paradigm in order to better fulfil such goals and in
the literature there are different proposals in this sense, multiple inheritance [23, 17],
mixins [18, 7, 6, 4, 5, 10, 22, 3, 11, 19], features and traits [20, 21], aspect-oriented pro-
gramming, all analyzed in detail in [16].

In this paper we addressed the problem of reusability by analyzing and (hopefully)
solving problems related to object initialization, which is, in our opinion, a cornerstone
for modularity. We presented a new approach to the design of the initialization protocol,
which has the following advantages over a classical constructor-based one: (i) it reacts
better when a superclass is extended: if a parent class is extended with some new op-
tional parameter, then the subclass gains automatically the corresponding set of options
of instantiation; (ii ) it reduces the number of “constructors” from exponential to linear:
different points of view of the instantiation can be defined separately; (iii ) as an effect,
it discards code duplication: if a subclass must add something to the initialization proto-
col, it does not have to reference all the parent constructors; (iv) it discards ambiguities
introduced by constructor overloading.

Also notice that our approach to object initialization is independent from the actual
type system of the language (whether it is structural or nominal), from the subtyping
rules, and from the presence of overloading. Thanks to this independency, we think that
the FJMIP approach is a good platform for importing classes from different languages
with totally different features. Finally note that the fact that the programmer must know
the names of the various ini parameters belonging to a certain class hierarchy, in or-
der to write some code, is equivalent to knowing the information about the classical
constructors.

There are different works connected not with the reusability only, but specifically
with the problem of constructors (for example, referencing formal parameters by name
[12], or flexible constructors for mixins [9]), which are discussed in [16].

The work most closely related to ours, which is also one of the most recent ones, is
the Java Layerslanguage [8]. It is an extension of Java with mixins and a tool called
constructor propagation, which solve some (but not all) problems related to construc-
tors, as described in [16]. One of the things that cannot be done in the Java Layers
approach is the addition of new options of initialization of some properties defined in
the original class. Let us consider, for example, the following code written in FJMIP (as
an extension of the example shown in Section 4):

class ColorPointWithHSB extends ColorPoint {
...
optional ColorPointWithHSB (float h, float s, float b)

initializes (r, g, b)
{ ... } }

Such code, in the Java Layers approach, would require copying all combinations of the
propagated constructors.



As for the related language proposal JavaMIP [16], we can say that it extend the
FJMIP initialization protocol, in the sense that it allows a greater flexibility on where
calling the “following” ini module (in fact, a JavaMIPnew can appear in any point of
a initializaton module). The presented calculus is the language core, retaining enough
of the features of the language to highlight the major advantages of the approach. A
first release of a preprocessorjavamip2java(by Giovanni Monteferrante) is available at
http://www.di.unito.it/ ∼bono/papers/javamip-0.1.tar.gz .
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A Properties

This appendix contains full proofs of formal properties of the FJMIP.

A.1 Proofs of properties and subject reduction

Proof of Property 1.
Note thatactivated(C, p) = activated′(IModules(C), p) holds. Therefore we can prove
that input(activated′(−→IM , p)) = p holds for each−→IM (such thatactivated′ is defined),
which is a more general statement.

Notice also that each equationS= activated′(−→IM , p) has at most one derivation tree.
This implies then that the height of this tree is equal to the length of−→IM . Therefore we
can prove thatinput(activated′(−→IM , p)) = p holds by induction on the height of the
derivation tree ofactivated′(−→IM , p) (therefore by induction on the length of−→IM). In the
base case theactivatedaxiom−→IM = ε is applied, thereforep = /0, and this fulfills the
equation becauseinput(ε) = /0. For the inductive step, we have two cases (because we
have two rules which could be applied to deriveactivated′(−→IM ·aIM, p)):

– output parameters ofaIM does not coincide withp: thenactivated′(−→IM ·aIM, p) =
activated′(−→IM , p) therefore ifinput(activated′(−→IM , p))= p theninput(activated′(−→IM ·
aIM, p)) = p;

– output parameters (q) of aIM are contained inp: we takeB = (p−q)] r. By defi-
nition of activated′ we know that:
input(activated′(−→IM ·aIM, p)) = input(activated′(−→IM ,B) ·aIM).
Additionally we know that: (i) by induction, it holdsinput(activated′(−→IM ,B)) = B;
(ii ) we takeA = (p−q), (that is,B = A] r), thereforeinput(activated′(−→IM ,B)) =
A]r. So, by definition ofinput and (i) and (ii ) we know thatinput(activated′(−→IM ,B)·
aIM) = A]q = p, which proves this case.

Proof sketch of Property 2.
By knowing thatCT OKholds, we know that, for every initialization moduleaIM de-
clared in the class declarations belonging toCT, aIM · −→IM OK with s holds (by rules
(RequiredOK) and (OptionalOK), where−→IM is the list of declarations of ini modules
declared in the same class, but code-wise belowaIM, ands is the union ofparams(D)
(whereD is the superclass ofC) and the input parameters of modules declared in the
same class, but code-wise above. This is ensured byCT OK, because the judgementC
OK, for every classC, can be proven only by−→IM OK with params(D), whereD is the
superclass ofC.

Having the derivation tree ofactivated(C, p), we build the proof tree for judgment
activated(C, p) OK with /0. The derivation tree ofactivated(C, p) has the following



form: it is a linear tree, where the last rule applied provesactivatedby activated′,
then we have a sequence of rule applications whose length is equal to the number of ini
modules declared in classC and its ancestors, then we apply an Axiom. Notice that there
are two rules foractivatedused in this derivation: (i) one which enlarges the sequence
generated byactivatedby one element (by putting it at the end of the sequence), and
modifies the set of parameters; and (ii ) another one which does not modify the set of
activated modules, nor the parameters. Therefore, for every rule application of kind (i)
concerning anIM we will have one element of the proof tree forOK with concerning the
sameIM . Moreover, the order of application of those rules in the proof tree ofOK with
is opposite to other in the derivation tree ofactivated(C, p), which means that: if the
rule concerningIM in the derivation foractivatedis the top-most, then in the resulting
proof tree it will be the last one.

Therefore, when we build the proof tree “skeleton” foractivated(C, p) OK with /0
according to the above defined schema, we have to show, for every node in this proof
tree concerning someIM = mod Dinitializes (..,){...}, how we prove all additional
premises (except for premise(2.e) which is supplied). We know that the declarations of
the module (appearing in premise(2.a)), and the class in(2.b) are identical to those in
the rule concerning thisIM in the proof tree forD OKand we use them here. Therefore
we know that premise(2.d) holds for thisIM , because the proof for it can be copied
from the proof tree ofD OK.

The only premise which is different is(2.c). In theOK with proof tree, thes set in
every premise(2.c) is equal to the set of all input parameters of all modules in the proof
tree below. Therefore the premise says that all output parameters of the ini module are
contained in this set. We also have to show that those are tagged with the same types,
but we know that if those are contained in that set, then the types are the same as in the
proof tree forD OKbecause in the hierarchy of a class there can be only one declaration
of a parameter with a certain name.

We prove that all output parameters are included ins by a contradiction argument.
Let us assume that there exists an output parameterp which is not contained in this set.
Then we know that in the derivation foractivated, by the rule application concerning
the same module, this parameterp is added to the set of parameters passed recursively
up. However, the list of all rule applications in which the set of parameters is modified
until we reach the top of the proof tree deals with the same list of modules which were
below in the resulting proof tree. Therefore, this parameter is not an input parameter of
any rule application, thus it will stay in the list of parameters passed up in this deriva-
tion. Thus, this contradicts the fact that at the top of the derivation this set is empty,
which concludes the proof.

Proof of Property 3.
We prove that−→IM OK with −→s by building a proof tree for that judgment. Knowing that−→IM ·M OK with −→s holds, we know that there exists a proof tree for it, and we know
that this tree has, as the one-before-topmost node, aM OK with q (for someq), which
in turn it derives as the last inductive step from an axiomε OK with r application for
somer.



Then, we replace in such tree every occurrence of−→IM ·M with −→IM . By this we
obtain the almost complete proof tree for judgment−→IM OK with −→s . In place where
the first proof tree hadM OK with q (at position one from top), such tree will have
ε OK with q (with the same q) which is an axiom itself, therefore the topmost node of
such the tree can be removed, forming a complete proof tree.

Lemma 1 (Substitution). If Γ,−→x : −→B ` e : D, andΓ ` −→t :
−→
A where

−→
A <: −→B, then

Γ ` e[−→t /−→x ] : C for someC <: D.

Proof. This proof is a straightforward extension of the corresponding FJ proof for the
Substitution Lemma. The additional cases are those for thenewexpressions (the specific
FJMIP new and the intermediate form), but these cases goes through similarly to the
case for the FJnew [15].

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction).If Γ ` e : C and e→ e′, thenΓ ` e′ : C′, for some
C <: C′.

Proof. We extend the original proof for the FJ Subject Reduction [15] by proving the
theorem for the reduction rules presented in Section 6. Note that we will refer to the
premises of the typing rules with a pair (letter.number) without, most of the times men-
tioning the name of the rule, as premises in the typing rules are univocally determined
by such a pair.

– Rule (StartRed):
By hypothesis it holds thatΓ ` t =new C[ p := e] : C, where the last step of
this type derivation can only come from rule (New). We must prove, using rule
(Intermediate), that:
t2= new C(null | f ields(C)|)[ p := e][ activated(C, p)] : C
We make the list of parameters for premise(4.a) equal to the list in premise(3.b).
We know that this list of parameters is compatible with the list of initialization
modules of premise(4.b) becauseinput(activated(X, p)) = p. The premise(4.c),
stating that initialization expressions are well typed, is guaranteed by the analogous
checks on the same expressions in the premise(3.c) for t.
We know that the sequence of all fields of the class defined in premise(4.e) fulfills
premise(4.d) because: (i) the sequence of fields is a subsequence ofRIMFields(−→IM),
which follows from the fact that all required modules of classC are activated (i.e.,
they are in−→IM), which in turns follows from premise(3.a); (ii ) RIMFields(−→IM) is a
subsequence of all fields of classC, which follows from the fact thatactivated(C, p)
contains only modules coming from the hierarchy of classC.
As a consequence of the fact that the set declared in properties(4.e) is equal to
the one in(4.d) (which implies thatj = 1), the list of initialized fields is empty
(all fields are inRIMFields(−→IM)), therefore the sequence ofnull place holders for
fields has the correct length (implying that premises(4. f ) and(4.g) holds fort2).
The premise(4.h) is guaranteed by the fact that, according to the definition of
functionactivated, the list of modules activated in classC will always come from
the hierarchy of such classC.
Finally, the premise(4.i) is guaranteed by Property 2.



– rule (OptionalRed):
By taking:
t1 = new C(−→g )[ p1][

−→IM ·OIM] , and
t2 = new C(−→g )[ p2][

−→IM ] ,
such thatt1→ t2 by rule(OptionalRed) and knowing thatt1 : C, we will prove that
t2 : C.
Premises(4.a) and(4.e) for t2 are proved by exploiting the definitions of auxiliary
functionsparams(see Section 5.3) andf ields(of FJ, see Appendix B). The list of
parametersp2 satisfies premise(4.b); this comes from the definition of the auxiliary
functioninput (see Section 5.5), whereA from the induction step of the definition of
input is, in this case, thep from the reduction rule. We know that theinput(−→IM) is a
subsequence ofparams(C) (therefore it exists such a sequence of indexesj1, ..., jk)
by premise(4.h) for t1.
The optional initialization module is well typed (from premise(4.i) for t1 ), more-
over, by Lemma 1, the expressions assigned to thenew initialization parameters
are well typed, too, and those parameters that are not modified keep their types:
therefore premise(4.c) will hold for t2.
The list of fieldsf j ... fk fulfilling premise(4.d) is the same fort2 andt1.
Premise(4.i) for t2 holds because of premise(4.i) for t1 and Property 3.
The premises about the fields ((4. f ), (4.g)) of t2 are valid because of the same
premises fort1; this is correct since the expressions assigned to fields will not
change, and also theRIMFields(−→IM) = RIMFields(−→IM ·OIM) because the aux-
iliary functionRIMFieldsdepends only on required modules (see Section 5.6).
The premise(4.h) for t1 implies premise(4.h) for t2, because the sequence of ini-
tialization modules is shorter. This concludes the proof for this case.

– Rule (RequiredRed):
Taking:
t1 = new C(−→e )[ p1][

−→IM ·RIM] , and
t2 = new C(

−→
e′′ )[ p2][

−→IM ] ,
such thatt1 → t2 by rule(requiredRed) and knowing thatt1 : C, we will prove that
t2 : C.
The proof for this case is similar to the proof for previous one, but it differs in some
details. Premises(4.a) and(4.e) for t2 are ensured by the definitions of auxiliary
functionsparamsand f ields.
The list of parametersp2 satisfies premise(4.b) by the definition of the auxiliary
function input (see Section 5.5), whereA from the induction step of the definition
of input is, in this case, thep from the reduction rule. We know thatinput(−→IM) is a
subsequence ofparams(C) (therefore it exists such a sequence of indexesj1, ..., jk)
by premise(4.h) for t1.
The set of initialization parameters is smaller, therefore premise(4.c) for t1 implies
premise(4.c) for t2.
We know that the list of initialized fields fulfills premise(4. f ) and(4.g) for t2 by
the following facts:
• RIMFields(−→IM ·RIM) differs from RIMFields(−→IM) exactly by the fields ini-

tialized inside theRIM (from the definition of auxiliary functionRIMFields,
see Section 5.6);



• we know that premises(4. f ) and(4.g) hold for t1; the only difference between
those premises fort1 andt2 is in the fact that int2 the list of fields, that are to be
initialized inRIM, become initialized, while int1 they are not yet initialized;

• by the definition of the (RequiredRedreduction rule, the list of fields int2 (
−→
e′′)

differs from−→e only by the fields that are to be initialized inRIM; this, together
with the above two points, ensures that only the correct fields are initialized;

• by knowing that the optional initialization module is well typed (premises(4.i)
for t1), we know (by Lemma 1) that the expressions passed as new fields will
be properly typed. The other fields are not changed.

Premise(4.i) for t2 holds by premise(4.i) for t1 and Property 3.
Premise(4.h) for t1 implies premise(4.h) for t2, because the sequence of initializa-
tion modules is shorter.

– (EndRed) rule:
We assumenew C( e)[][]: C. The list of initialization modules (the last one) is
empty, therefore we know thatRIMFields(ε) = /0, therefore: (i) all elements ofe:
(i) differ from null ; (ii ) and they are well typed. Therefore we can apply the FJ
rule (T-NEW) (see Appendix B) to termnew C( e) , in order to obtain typeC.

A.2 Type soundness

We inherit the great part of the soundness proof for FJ, [15], and we extend it.

Definition 1 (Values).v ::= new C(−→v )

Theorem 2 (Type Soundness).If /0 ` e : C ande→ e′ with e′ a normal form, thene′
is either a valuev with /0 ` e : D and D <: C, or an expression containing( D)new
C( −→g ) , whereC <: D.

Proof sketch.We inherit most of the proof from the one for FJ. The only part which
is left to be done is to prove that the evaluation of well types term will not get stuck
during the execution of the initialization process, that is, for every term containing any
of the newly introduced forms, there exists a reduction. Therefore, taking for granted
the congruence rules, there are four cases to be verified:

– beginning of the initialization process:
Every term in the formnew C[ p := e] can be always reduced by rule(StartRed),
which has no additional requirements.

– an intermediate form ending with an optional initialization module:
For every well typed intermediate form of the shapet =new C(−→est)[ p1][

−→IM ·
OIM] , the rule (OptionalRed) can be applied.
To prove it, we have to show that there exists such a setp that fulfills the premises
of the(OptionalRed) rule. To prove this, we need to know that setp1 contains the
parametersq (the input parameters ofOIM). But we know this by premise(4.b) of
the rule (Intermediate) used in the last step of the typing derivation for termt and
by the fact thatq⊆ input(−→IM ·OIM) (because OIM is at the end of the list of the
ini modules).



– an intermediate form ending with a required initialization module:
For every well typed intermediate form of the shapet =new C(−→est)[ p1][

−→IM ·
RIM] , the rule (RequiredRed) can be applied. Similarly as with the previous case
we must show that there exists such anp - and similarly we show it by premise
(4.b) of the rule (Intermediate) in t ’s type derivation.
Additionally we have to show that there exist indexesk1...kn such thatfk1...fkn fields
in classC correspond to those referenced inside the required module, and this is
guaranteed by the premise(4.h) of the rule (Intermediate) in t ’s type derivation.

– an intermediate form with no initialization modules:
If the intermediate form has an empty list of initialization modules, then according
to the typing rule (Intermediate) the list of initialization parameters must be empty,
too, therefore we can apply the rule (EndRed).

B Featherweight Java

This appendix contains syntax, semantics, and type checks of the original FJ, and is
included here for the convenience of the referee.
Syntax:

L ::= class C extends C {C̄ f̄; K M}
K ::= C(C̄ f̄){super(f̄); this.f̄ = f̄;}
M ::= C m (C̄ x̄){return e;}
e ::= x | e.f | e.m(ē) | new C(ē) | (C)e

Subtyping:

C <: C
C1 <: C2 C2 <: C3

C1 <: C3

class C1 extends C2 {· · ·}
C1 <: C2

Function for field lookup:

fields(Object) = /0

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} fields(D) = D̄ ḡ

fields(C) = C̄ f̄, D̄ ḡ

Function for method body lookup:

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} B m (B̄ x̄){return e;} ∈ M

mBody(m,C) = (x̄, e)

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} m 6∈ M

mBody(m,C) = mBody(m,D)

Function for method type lookup:

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} B m (B̄ x̄){return e;} ∈ M

mType(m,C) = B̄→ B

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} m 6∈ M

mType(m,C) = mType(m,D)



Reduction rules:

fields(C) = C̄ f̄

(new C(ē)).fi −→ ei
(R-FIELD)

mBody(m,C) = (x̄,e)
(new C(ē)).m(d̄)−→ e [this := new C(ē), x̄ := d̄]

(R-INVK)

C <: D
(D)(new C(ē))−→ new C(ē)

(R-CAST)

Congruence rules:

e−→ e′

e.f−→ e′.f
(RC-FIELD)

e−→ e′

e.m(ē)−→ e′.m(ē)
(RC-INVK -RECV)

ei −→ e′i
e0.m(ē′,ei , ē)−→ e0.m(ē′,e′i , ē)

(RC-INVK -ARG)

ei −→ e′i
new C(ē′,ei , ē)−→ new C(ē′,e′i , ē)

(RC-NEW-ARG)

e−→ e′

(C)e−→ (C)e′
(RC-CAST)

Expression typing:

Γ ` x : Γ(x) (T-VAR)

Γ ` e0 : C0 fields(C0) = C̄ f̄

Γ ` e0.fi : Ci
(T-FIELD)

Γ ` e0 : C0 mType(m,C0) = D̄→ B Γ ` ē : C̄ C̄ <: D̄
Γ ` e0.m(ē) : B

(T-INVK)

fields(C) = D̄ f̄ Γ ` ē : C̄ C̄ <: D̄
Γ ` new C(ē) : C

(T-NEW)

Γ ` e : D C <: D
Γ ` (C)e : C

(T-UCAST)

Γ ` e : D D <: C D 6= C

Γ ` (C)e : C
(T-DCAST)

Γ ` e : D D 6<: C C 6<: D stupid cast warning
Γ ` (C)e : C

(T-SCAST)



Method typing:

class C extends D {· · ·}
x̄ : C̄, this : C ` e0 : E0 E0 <: C0
if mType(m,D) = D̄→ D0, then C̄ = D̄ and D0 = C0

C0 m (C̄ x̄){return e0;} OK IN C
(METHOD-OK)

Class typing:

K = C(D̄ ḡ, C̄ f̄){super(ḡ); this.f̄ = f̄;} fields(D) = D̄ ḡ

M OK IN C

class C extends D {C̄ f̄; K M} OK
(CLASS-OK)


